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Abstract The structure and dynamics of an oblique shock train in a duct model are investigated

experimentally in a hypersonic wind tunnel. Measurements of the pressure distribution in front

of and across the oblique shock train have been taken and the dynamics of upstream propagation

of the oblique shock train have been analyzed from the synchronized schlieren imaging with the

dynamic pressure measurements. The formation and propagation of the oblique shock train are ini-

tiated by the throttling device at the downstream end of the duct model. Multiple reflected shocks,

expansion fans and separated flow bubbles exist in the unthrottled flow, causing three adverse-

pressure-gradient phases and three favorable-pressure-gradient phases upstream the oblique shock

train. The leading edge of the oblique shock train propagates upstream, and translates to be asym-

metric with the increase of backpressure. The upstream propagation rate of the oblique shock train

increases rapidly when the leading edge of the oblique shock train encounters the separation bubble

near the shock reflection point and the adverse-pressure-gradient phase, while the oblique shock

train slow movement when the leading edge of the oblique shock train is in the favorable-

pressure-gradient phase for unthrottled flow. The asymmetric flow pattern and oscillatory nature

of the oblique shock train are observed throughout the whole upstream propagation process.
� 2017 Production and hosting by Elsevier Ltd. on behalf of Chinese Society of Aeronautics and

Astronautics. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/

licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

17

18 1. Introduction

19 The oblique shock train (OST)1 flow diffusion phenomenon,
20 which involves an interaction between the duct’s peripheral

21boundary layer and central oblique-shock-wave field
22(Fig. 1d), usually appears in constant or nearly constant
23cross-sectional area supersonic/hypersonic duct flows. The
24study of such a complex flow structure in a confined duct
25under a finite adverse pressure gradient has important implica-
26tions for the design and operation of a variety of devices
27including hypersonic vehicle inlet/isolator, wind tunnel dif-
28fusers, supersonic ejectors, etc. To develop the design methods
29and control strategies of the flow devices, it is necessary to fully
30understand the mechanism of the OST. Different flow condi-
31tions will lead to different kinds of shock train structure: nor-
32mal shock train occurs for lower incoming Mach numbers of
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33 about 1.2–2.2 (Fig. 1c), whereas oblique shock train (Fig. 1d)
34 occurs for higher incoming Mach numbers. Yet the mecha-
35 nisms of compression of supersonic gas flow in normal shock
36 train and oblique shock train flow diffusion may be different.
37 Both of them coincide with different topology of shock bound-
38 ary layer interaction. Many studies have been conducted on
39 the normal shock train fluid structure to better understand
40 the influence of different pressure levels and Mach num-
41 bers.2–12 Nevertheless, studies on the OST are not very abun-
42 dant in the literature.13,14

43 According to the previous studies, the flow pattern of the
44 shock wave/boundary layer interaction in a duct can be classi-
45 fied into different configurations (Fig. 1). While the freestream
46 Mach number just upstream of the shock is less than about
47 1.27(Fig. 1a),15 the shock is close to a normal shock and no
48 flow separation occurs at the foot of the shock. For the Mach
49 number between about 1.3 and 1.5 (Fig. 1b),16 a nearly normal
50 shock with bifurcated foots is observed and a small boundary
51 layer separation region exists immediately downstream of the
52 bifurcated shock. As the Mach number increases further, the
53 interaction between shock waves and boundary layer is signif-
54 icant, a Mach reflection (MR) is established at the center
55 region of the duct flow (Fig. 1c), and more than one shock
56 appear in central shock wave field of the duct flow. A series
57 of shocks as illustrated in Fig. 1c has been called ‘‘normal
58 shock train” in the paper1 to indicate such a sequence of
59 shocks. The initial normal shocks bifurcate for the normal
60 shock train case and interact with the separating wall bound-
61 ary layer at the foot of the bifurcated shocks. The pattern
62 shown in Fig. 1d, named after an ‘‘oblique shock train”1, tends
63 to appear at higher freestream Mach number than that of a
64 normal shock train and regular reflection (RR) does, and it
65 starts with initial oblique shock waves that separate the bound-

66ary layer. The shock-induced separation flow shapes are also
67different besides the shock pattern between both the shock
68trains. The restricted shock separation (RSS)17 is present in
69the normal shock train case, and RSS is characterized by a
70restricted length scale of the separation region in which the
71mean flow tilts away from the wall before the flow reattaches
72and continues downstream as an attached boundary layer.
73Depending on the strength of the secondary shock, more than
74one separation bubble may be present. For an oblique shock
75train case, the flow pattern is usually asymmetric and both
76the RSS and free shock separation (FSS)17 exist simultane-
77ously (Fig. 1d). In FSS, the oblique-shock-induced separation
78region on the random upper or lower wall fails to reattach on
79the downstream length of the duct. The separated shear layer
80forms as it is convected downstream.
81In recent years, the dual-mode scramjet has received more
82and more research interests and an isolator, also called a
83supersonic diffuser, is regarded as an essential component of
84a high-speed dual-mode ramjet engine. The isolator portion
85is actually a constant-area duct located between the engine
86inlet and combustor section, and its purpose is to contain
87the shock train caused by the downstream rise in pressure from
88combustion. In the scramjet mode of operation, an OST often
89forms in the isolator for higher freestream Mach number.13,18

90Wagner et al. studied the dynamics of the unstart shock system
91in an isolator model in Mach 5 flow by controlling unstart
92through the deflection of a flap located at the exit plane of
93the isolator. Unstart was seen to progress upstream in the form
94of an ‘‘unstart shock system”. This ‘‘unstart shock system”
95took the form of OST but not the form of the normal shock
96trains as reported by O’Byrne et al.18 Wagner et al. used schlie-
97ren and high frequency pressure sensors to investigate the OST
98feature. The data were used to calculate the unstart shock sys-
99tem speed moving upstream and characterize the flow struc-
100ture. The particle image velocimetry(PIV) measurement was
101also used to show the velocity field of the started and unstarted
102OST flow.19 The quasi-steady state properties of an OST in a
103Mach 2.75 ducted flow were studied by Klomparens et al.14

104including the shock train location, the amplitude of shock dis-
105placement and the shape of time-averaged pressure distribu-
106tion. The fine flow structures of the shock train in an
107isolator flow were revealed by Zhi et al.20,21 who performed
108Nano-tracer Planar Laser Scattering (NPLS), which makes it
109propitious for studying flow mechanism. Tan et al.22 and Li
110et al.23 investigated the transient flow structures of the
111unstarted flow by downstream choking in generic rectangular
112hypersonic inlets. For the purpose of preventing combustor-
113inlet interaction, the detection of the location of the isolator
114shock train is of utmost importance. Le et al.24 found that
115monitoring the standard deviation of wall pressure appears
116to be the best method. Chang et al.25 observed one of two
117novel oscillatory patterns of inlet buzz: a non-oscillatory vio-
118lent pattern in which the OST stays at its most upstream posi-
119tion and oscillates just slightly.
120Although substantial work has been performed, the OST
121dynamics is an area which is still not very well understood.
122For example, one of key issues is the influence of background
123waves on the OST. Tan et al.26 in 2012 thought that the actual
124flow condition in a scramjet isolator is much more complex
125since background waves exist, including the impingement
126shock, separation shock and expansion waves. The interaction
127of the background waves and the leading shock of the OST

Fig. 1 Schematic of shock wave/boundary layer interaction in a

duct.
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